
Krause Basin Meeting 2 Poll Question Results 

 

 

Other: Trail running, dog-walking 
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1. What trail recreation activities do you participate in during 
the non-winter months in Krause Basin?
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2.   How often do you recreate in Krause Basin during the non-
winter months?



 

Comments: 
Roads and trails should not be in the same group 
That last question had a lot of "depends" to it. 
 

 
 

Comments: 
No way to manage that 
Solid compromise 
We only get 60 days for motorized as it is now. 
People at this point can't respect the season of use in Krause Basin and it is hard to enforce. 
Day-of-week would be an ineffective nightmare. 
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3.   Do you think some roads and trails should be designated 
solely for specific uses to reduce conflicts?
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4.   Would you support the idea of setting aside different days of 
the week for different uses on some trails?



 

Comments: 
Need full-time law enforcement. 
Need for more gradual rather than ridiculously steep trails 
Need law enforcement & get rid of motorized users.  The Wildlife depends on it.   
Need trails open to motorized for more than just two months 
I picked other because I like the basin how it is and wish it would be left alone, not promoted. 
No signs, no maps, no restrictions on how people chose to use it  
Illegal use (motorized in areas they shouldn't be and damage from that. 
Law enforcement not signs 
Other to respect and to maintain what we currently have from nature 
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Trail user education opportunities (e.g. signs, events, training)

Trailhead improvements needed (parking, restroom, garbage)

Conflicting trail uses

Accurate area trail map needed

5.    The top opportunities for improvements to the trail system in 
Krause Basin are (select your top 3):


